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Induction Checklist...

Support

Learning Environments
Handover of Class
Planning Guidance
English
•
RWI
•
Spelling
•
Reading
•
Writing
•
Resources
Maths
•
Challenge Time
•
Mental Meltdown
•
Problem Solving
•
Resources
Science
Humanities
PSHE/P4C/RE
ICT
PE
Art and DT
Marking Guidance
Monitoring Systems
Appraiser/NQT mentor
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Observations

CPD

Support

Observations

CPD

Assemblies
Behaviour Systems
Child Protection
NQT timetable

Routines
•
Start of the day
•
Playtime
•
Lunch Time
•
End of Day
•
Meetings
•
Briefing
•
Supply cover sheets
•
Assemblies
•
Behaviour
•
Marbles
Twitter
Sick Phone Procedures
Computer Log-in
Email
SIMS
Evolve
PDP
Laptop
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Vision and
approach to teaching...
Our vision
Cyril Jackson is a safe and stimulating environment where children encounter
challenging and creative learning experiences.
Each member of the school community is motivated to be a life-long learner.
We will equip everyone with the skills to achieve their full potential in a climate of
mutual respect and personal responsibility.

Pedagogy
As a school we promote independence constantly using a range of strategies.
Children are expected to participate fully throughout the lesson. This is achieved in
a variety of ways including:
•

Embedded, dynamic and meaningful partner talk, facilitated by the swapping of
talk partners every four weeks.

•

Full responses received from all pupils through a ‘no hands up’ policy.

•

Use of resources from the beginning of the lesson where appropriate across all
subjects.

•

Balance of pupil to teacher talk.

•

Avoidance of over modelling, thus allowing greater independence and risk
taking.

Participation in Lessons
All children are expected to participate fully in every lesson. If a question is worth
asking, then all children will be expected to be involved in the thought processes
behind this and be able to offer, if called on an answer. If an activity is worth doing,
it’s worth doing well therefore it is essential that activities allow children do develop
‘good partner talk’ and collaborative skills.
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Vision and
approach to teaching cont.
Good Partners:
What do good partners look
like?

Sit side-by- side
Always return the stop
signal
• TTYP quickly after a
question has been asked
• Take turn in answering
first
• Wait while another is talking

•
•

What do good partners sound
like?

Are helpful to each other
Check that they both understand the question
• Talk loud enough fore
their partner to hear, though
not so loud as to interrupt others
• Build on what their partner says
• Say ‘We think than…’ is
asked to share feedback
• Say ‘I think…but my partner thinks…’

•
•

What do good partners feel
like?

Are ready to answer
Feel safe and secure
Listen to each other
Are interested in what
each other has to say

•
•
•
•

Pace
All lessons need to move a swift, energetic and rigorous pace, they should not be
rushed. To ensure no time is wasted, ‘Zero Noise /Silent Signals’ are used to ensure
quick, effective class management. The ensure voice levels are appropriate.

Silent Stop Signal
This is used to quickly gain attention. The teacher raises their arm high and does
not speak. The children learn to finish what they are saying and raise their hand.

Magnet Eyes Signal
To be used when staff needs to check everyone is looking at them. Touch one
finger to either side of your eyes. Their eyes should be fixed link magnets on your
eyes.

My turn, your turn (MTYT)
This is used for choral work during phonic lessons, sound and word activities, and
orally rehearsing sentence structures and composing text across the school.
My turn: touch your chest with your palm
Your turn: open your palm to the children
Tell the children this is your signal and not theirs
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Vision and
approach to teaching cont.
Perfect Partner Position Signal
Children are taught that when staff runs their hand down their opposite arm, it is a
signal for them to sit side-by-side ready to talk to their partners.

Think-Pair-Share
Moving on from Tell-Your-Partner, for more in-depth questions, use “Think-PairShare”. This strategy is more appropriate with students in KS2.
Everyone benefits from some time to think before they speak. Think-Pair-Share
questions may require the listener to grapple with a new idea or concept. The aim is
for an inner-dialogue to be started, which is then continued when talking to a
partner, before being shared with the whole group.
The aim is to develop quality discussion, with carefully prepared questions. Our
programmes provide this high quality depth of planning and preparation.

1, 2, 3
These allow staff to move the children from one place to another quickly. For
example, from the carpet to their tables:
Hold up one finger: children stand up
Two fingers: walk and stand behind chairs
Three fingers: sit down and prepare to work
Children leave a room on Two fingers
Point Pounce and Bounce
Children respond to questioning and from their initial answers further explanation
and extension of concepts is developed across the class / group.
More detail can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Policies/Policy teaching and learning 2014

The Hat
Our software for changing talk partners can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Classroom Organisation\The Hat
This software is just like drawing names from a hat to select random talk partners.
You will need to input the names of the pupils in each of the groups you teach at the
beginning of the academic year. When you run the software, click ‘shuffle’.
Then click on either ‘pick individual names’ or ‘pick pairs of names’ from the file
menu.
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Professional Development Plan...
Each term we produce a Professional Development Plan (PDP). This booklet is
given to all teachers and contains vital information about the upcoming term,
including:
•

Monitoring details and dates.

•

Key dates and events taking place during the term.

•

Assessment dates.

•

Professional development meeting information.

•

Leadership team meeting information.

•

A staff list and weekly cover arrangements.

•

Assembly themes and rota.

•

Playground duty rota.

All key dates should be recorded in school diaries / planners so that all staff feel
prepared for the forthcoming term.

Staff planner
All staff are given a staff planner which contains an overview of the school’s
procedures and a weekly diary. The information it contains includes:
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•

A staff list.

•

An academic calendar.

•

Timings of the school day.

•

General Induction procedures.

•

Fire drill and bomb threat procedures.

•

The dress code.

•

Telephone directory.

•

Sickness and absence procedures.

Behaviour ...
Our full behaviour policy can be found here:
K\Shared Curriculum Area\Behaviour\Policy Behaviour for LearningV3

Positive behaviour management
High expectations of behaviour are held by all staff and communicated with the children.
All adults use positive behaviour strategies to promote excellent behaviour throughout
the school and to build positive relationships between children and staff.
Strategies may include:
-Highlighting children who are displaying good behaviour in front of the whole class
-Praising individuals
-Talking to children calmly about expectations of behaviour
-Talking to the children about the consequences of their behaviour
-Teaching behaviour during circle times
-Supporting children to resolve conflicts using the conflict resolution board displayed in
both playgrounds
Stickers are awarded to individual children to promote the qualities of a growth mindset.
We ensure that children know exactly why they were rewarded with a particular sticker.

Whole class rewards
From Key Stage 1 onwards we reward whole class good behaviour through a
marble jar system. Every day each class has the chance to earn marbles.
The

amount of marbles awarded is based on set criteria, which can be found here:
K:\StaffSharedDrive\Shared Curriculum Area\Behaviour\
Behaviour Charts\Marblesc.pub
When a class has reached 60 marbles a reward is selected.
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Monitoring
inappropriate behaviour...
We use a warning system to manage inappropriate behaviour.

The Behaviour Train
In the Foundation Stage, children’s names are stuck on the green carriage of the
‘Behaviour Train’. Children can move up (positive behaviour: gold) or down
(negative behaviour: orange and red - following a verbal warning) the train
depending on their behaviour that day. If a name is moved to the red carriage then
this is recorded and the child’s parents are spoken to at the end of the day.
All names are moved back to the green carriage at the end of the day ready for a
fresh start the following day.

The Yellow and Red Card System
In Key Stage 1 and 2 we use a yellow and red card system.
unacceptable behaviour results in a series of warnings:

Disruptive or

1.

Verbal warning.

2.

Yellow card - warning of consequence of persistent and deliberate negative
behaviour.

3.

Second yellow card - ‘time out’ in class and warning of consequence of
persistent and deliberate negative behaviour.

4.

Red card - exclusion from class. This will be followed by meetings with
parents/child and, if necessary, referrals for additional support within school.

Class teachers in all phases of the school log all warnings, yellow cards and red
cards on SIMS as they occur.
Parents are informed if their child has been moved onto the red train or been given
a red card.
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Routines...
Timetable
Cyril Jackson is a two form entry school. To maximise progress we operate three
ability groups across the year for Maths. During the afternoons we revert to two registration classes for foundation subjects. This approach enables us to manage PPA
time within year groups and supports continuity for the children.
We have a centrally agreed timetable, which is located here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area/Timetables

Start of the day
All teachers are expected to be in the playground 5 minutes before the bell is rung.
•
South Building - 8.55 (8.50 if you are on duty)
•
North Building - 8.45 (8.40 if you are on duty)
In the Foundation Stage the doors are opened at 8:55 am and parents are expected
to stay and support their child with an early morning activity, until at least 9:00 am.
In KS1 parents stay and support their child’s handwriting until 9.05 and then directed
to leave through the front door.
Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 pupils start the day with a short boot-camp session,
known as ‘PT’. This is completed after the bell has rung. Teachers then take their
classes for registration - both the attendance register and dinner register should be
completed by 9:10 am.

Start of all lessons
As soon as the children enter the classroom learning should commence. To allow
this to happen, teachers should have books out on tables and a task displayed for
them to complete.

Registration
Registration at the beginning of the morning and afternoon sessions is a legal requirement and all teachers must ensure that online registers on SIMS and dinner
registers are completed correctly.
•
North Building - by 9:00 am
•
South Building - by 9.10 am
If a child arrives after registration, a member of the admin team will record their lateness on SIMS and hand them a yellow late card. If a child turns up to class late and
does not have a card, please send them back to the office to have their lateness
recorded.
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Playground duty...
Teachers have one day a week when they are on duty before school, during playtime and after school.

Before school
The teacher on duty is expected to be in the playground at 8:40 am (NB) / 8:50 am
(SB). They ring the bell at 8:45 am (NB) / 8:55 am (SB) to start PT.

Break time
The teacher on duty needs to be out in the playground promptly at 10:45 am (KS1) /
11:00 am (KS2). At the end of playtime, a bell or whistle should be used so children
know it is time to line up.
In Key Stage 1 children line up outside their classroom.
In Key Stage 2 children are collected from the playground by their teacher.

After school
In the South Building, the teacher on duty is responsible for the children who have
not been collected by their parents. At 3:35 pm the teacher should take the children
to the office. Hand over to a member of admin staff.
In the North Building, each class teacher takes children who have not been collected by 3.30 pm to the office. Hand over to a member of admin staff.

End of day
Children in Foundation Stage and Key Stage 1 are collected from their classrooms.
Children in Years 3 and 4 are taken to the playground by their teacher and collected
by a parent/carer.
Children in Years 5 and 6 are taken to the playground. Some children go home unaccompanied. For children to do this, the school must have written consent from the
parent. Most children are collected by a parent/carer.
Children must only be dismissed to named adults, or older siblings provided they
are at least 18 years old.
For additional guidance on this area, please read:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Policies\Policy Walking to and From School
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Homework...
Foundation Stage
Please see the homework policy for details on homework set within the Foundation
Stage.

Key Stages 1 and 2
At the beginning of each year, children in Key Stages 1 and 2 pay a £5 deposit for
their homework books. Payment should be recorded on the homework register.
When books are collected at the end of the year, this payment is returned.

Homework register
A weekly register is kept on SIMS to ensure that children are completing and handing their homework in regularly and on time. I
If homework is not completed or brought in on the correct day, pupils attend a
homework club.
Registers are monitored by phase leaders. If a children has not completed their
homework 3 times in one term then a phone call home will be made.

Homework Stamps
All weekly homework is stamped by a teacher or teaching assistant on the day it is
handed in.

Family Homework
Family homework is given out termly and is created by teachers on their medium
term planning day. It is linked to the upcoming term’s topic. It contains a range of
activities and places to visit.
Family Homework should be collected in and celebrated through Twitter and
assemblies. It should be displayed in classrooms and the central display cabinet in
both buildings.
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Supply teachers...
On arrival to school, supply teachers will be directed to phase leaders.
To help maintain consistency across the school, we have a standard set of cover
notes. These are stored here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Personnel\Supply Teacher
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Health and safety...
Child Protection
The Designated Child Protection Officers at Cyril Jackson Primary School are:
•

Gillian Kemp (Headteacher and Lead Officer for Child Protection)

•

Sarah Cobb (Acting Deputy Headteacher)

•

Helen Taylor (Acting Deputy Headteacher)

•

Mark Ripper (Pastoral Support Administrator)

•

Vicky Sykes (Senior Administration Officer),

•

Deborah Atoyebi (Inclusion Officer)

•

Lipi Islam (Home School Liaison Worker)

If any member of staff is concerned about a child, they must inform one of the
Designated Child Protection Officers on the same day.
Our child protection policy can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Policies\Policy Child Protection

Fire safety
Once a term we complete unannounced fire drills. Each classroom has the fire
evacuation plan on display, which must be followed. Please ensure you are aware
of the plan for all rooms you teach in.
Once in the playground, the class teacher collects, completes and returns their
register to the administration team.
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Classroom Organisation\
Fire Evacuation Procedure 2015-2016
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SEND...
a

Our full SEND policy can be found here:
K\Shared Curriculum Area\policies\policy SEN

Provision maps
This is a chronology of all important events, concerns and achievements with regard
to children at Cyril Jackson with SEND . It also gives details of children with
concerns regarding health, welfare or behaviour.
It can be found here:
K\Shared curriculum area\ Inclusion\Provision Map

IEPs and IPMs
IEPs
Individual Education Plans (IEPs) are documents completed
once a term for all children who have a statement of SEND,
EHCP plan or have significant learning needs. They give details
of what children feel their strengths and weaknesses and set
targets for the forthcoming term. Targets are reviewed when a
new IEP is made the following term.
They can be found here:
K\Shared curriculum area\ assessment\IEPs

IPMs
Individual provision maps (IPMs) detail the additional support
that children receive if teachers , parents, the child or other
professionals feel that it is needed. These documents are for
the purpose of keeping parents informed of additional support
that their children receive.
They can be found here:
K\Shared curriculum area\ assessment\IPMs
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Annual Reviews...
Children with EHC plans or statements of SEND have an annual review of their
provision. At these reviews we celebrate what the child has achieved and what
parents and educational professionals admire about the child. We also identify
outcomes for the following year. These reviews are child centred and therefore
should be conducted in child-friendly language with the child participating in the
discussion as much as possible.

Review cycle

Of, at any point, teachers, parents or other professionals feel that an interim review
of progress, then they can either attend the SEND surgery or ask for a TAC (team
and child) meeting to be arranged . See the SENCO, INCO or Inclusion officer for
more information.

If you have a concern
If you feel that a child in your class needs extra support, then please ask the
SENCO, INCO or Inclusion officer for advice. They can tell you if concerns have
been reported previously and what to do next.
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Language Resource Provision and
SEND Friendly classrooms
Language Resource Provision
Cyril Jackson is one of two schools in tower Hamlets who run a specialist provision
for children who are assessed as having SLI (Speech and Language Impairments).
Children in the LRP receive one-to-one support from a qualified Speech and
Language Specialist and interventions conducted by TAs. The Speech and
Language Therapists will set targets at Annual Reviews.

Send Friendly Classrooms
All learning environments must meet the needs of all children with SEND. Further
guidance on SEND friendly classrooms is included on the learning environment
monitoring form which can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Monitoring Pack\Monitoring 2015-2016
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After-school clubs
We offer a range of after school clubs – both academic and sporting.
Academic clubs
Academic clubs run on a Monday and Wednesday (North Building 3:20-4:20, South
Building 3:30-4:30).Teachers from each year group put forward children that they
feel will benefit from attending academic clubs. Children are selected as part of the
year groups Pupil Progress meeting. There is no charge for academic clubs. Clubs
are set up, planned for and run by teaching assistants. Letters are handed out at the
start of each term and permission slips must be returned. All children must be
collected by an appropriate adult at the end of the club, (Except Year 5 and 6
children in the summer term-as long as they have permission.) A full list of clubs and
children can be found here: K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Ooshl\After School Clubs
Sports clubs
Sports clubs run on a Monday, Tuesday and Thursday. Clubs are run by specialist
sports coaches and change half termly, apart from Football which runs throughout
the year. Every 5th and final week of the term extra children are invited to attend a
tournament where we invite parents to come and watch their children. There is a
charge of £1.50 per week, which is expected at the start of the half term. Sports
clubs are fully inclusive of all children.
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Writing

TIP: During handwriting,
use spelling words and
common exception
words for children to
copy
TIP: Ensure children are
sent home with the year
group’s spellings and
common exception
words
Complete Writing
Framework throughout the term (for individual children)
Update children’s targets when they have
met their previous
one

Reading

During reading for pleasure
check exception words with
children
During reading for pleasure
read 1:1 with children using
Big Cat Collins Book banded books to check for fluency and basic comprehension
Complete reading framework per group (with individual elements)
Review and amend Can and
Can’t read/Do and don’t read
grid
Benchmarking using PM
Benchmarking kit– as and
when needed

SPAG

Map EoYE - end of year expectations
(statutory requirements) into MTP
EoYE (statutory requirements) are recorded in books at every opportunity.
This will help all teachers to feel confident finding evidence linked to the end
of year expectations (statutory requirements) in books and MTP)
Use EoYE (statutory requirements) as a
checklist for coverage
Plan regular “cold” tasks for children to
complete linked to the EoYE - twice a
week during Challenge Time or during
Mental to Written session in KS1.
Cold tasks also used as evidence for
targets. Stamp on target sheet in the
middle of the book when achieved.
Year 2, Year 5 and Year 6 – arithmetic
paper once a month during Mental to
Written session (Year 6 to increase frequency as year progresses).

Maths

Science

EYFS Profile highlighting
to show evidence for
Learning Diaries.
Reception Benchmarking
for reading.

Foundation Stage

On-going Assessment

Complete 4 x Headstart test A (same 4 across whole year
group) and enter data into analysis sheets
LA groups to take tests that match their attainment year
(still test A). When secure, move to current year group.
Week 6:
Year 6 ONLY: SATs style papers x3

Week 1:
Year 2 ONLY: Sample Maths test
Complete 3 x Headstart test A and enter data into analysis sheets
LA groups to take tests that match their attainment year
(still test A). When secure, move to current year group.
Ranking to be decided based initially on Headstart with
some teacher input. Descriptors (M, S, D, E) to be based
on teacher assessment against end of year expectations
(statutory requirements). Only assess against concepts
taught.
Process: pick the lowest child that you think is “on
track”. Tick off the concepts that you have taught that
they have been successful at. If they have met (tbc %) of
them then they are on track to be secure by the end of
the year, so emerging now. If that child does not meet
the requirement then they are still secure in the previous
year group, move to the next child up on the list and go
through the same process until you find an emerging
child.
Week 2:
Ranking completed and data entered into SIMs
Moderation
Post pupil-progress meeting: transfer data over in
Headstart analysis sheets for any children who have
moved groups.

Week 6:
Year 6 ONLY:
SPAG test

Week 1:
Year 1 - 5
Complete Not
As We Know
it Autumn
assessment
Week 2:
Complete
gaps

Identify end of unit/
cross curriculum pieces that can be used
for ranking
Begin comparing children’s outcomes at
end of first unit of
work
Set writing targets by
end of first unit of
work for all children
Week 7:
Ranking process begins
Week 8:
Complete initial ranking process
During ranking process, identify gaps
that haven’t been
taught yet and map
into planning for next
3 weeks

Ensure writing targets
are reviewed and
changed throughout
the term
Week 2:
Ranking completed
and data entered into
SIMs
Moderation

Complete initial Can and Can’t read/
Do and don’t read grid
Week 6:
Year 6 ONLY: Complete New Curriculum Sample test
Week 6/7:
Y2-Y6: Complete StarReader Test
Week 7:
RWI assessment week
Ranking process begins
Discuss GAPS in toolkits and build in
to planning for next 3 weeks
Year 6 ONLY: Complete gaps analysis
Year 1 to 5 Complete PiRA reading
test
Week 8:
RWI gaps analysis shared with all
teachers
Review AR reports and StarReader
reports to inform ranking
Complete PiRA reading gaps analysis
Benchmark any child that doesn’t
score on tests – use PM Benchmarking
Complete initial ranking

Week 1:
Week 1: Ensure all children have been
heard reading in reading for pleasure/
guided reading to check for fluency
Year 2 ONLY: Sample Reading test
Week 2:
Year 2 ONLY: Complete Sample reading test gaps analysis
Moderation
Ranking completed and data entered
into SIMs
Week 6:
RWI assessment week
Week 7:
RWI gaps analysis shared with all
teachers

Maths

SPAG

Writing

Reading

Science

Complete basic
skills in the last 2
weeks of the term

Weeks 2-3:
Autumn assessment
period
Week 4:
Data deadline

Weeks 1-4:
Conduct baseline
assessment
Week 1 and 2:
Basic Skills
Week 5:
Week 5: Enter baseline data in SIMs

Foundation Stage

Autumn Term Assessment
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Ensure writing targets are reviewed and
changed
throughout the
term
Moderation

Week 2:
Ranking completed
and data entered into SIMs

During ranking process, identify gaps
that haven’t been
taught yet and map
into planning for
next 3 weeks

Writing

Identify end of unit/
cross curriculum pieces that
can be used for
ranking
Week 5:
Ranking process begins
Week 6:
Complete initial
ranking by end of
week 6 using partly
completed frameworks

Reading

Complete initial Can and Can’t read/
Do and don’t read grid
Week 3:
Year 6 ONLY: Complete NfER test
Week 4:
Year 6 ONLY: Complete NfER gaps
analysis
Week 4/5:
Y2-Y6: Complete StarReader Test
Week 5:
RWI assessment week
Ranking process begins
Discuss GAPS in toolkits and build in
to planning for next 3 weeks
Year 1 to 5 complete PiRA reading
test
Week 6:
RWI gaps analysis shared with all
teachers
Review AR reports and StarReader
reports to inform ranking
Complete PiRA reading gaps analysis
Benchmark any child that doesn’t
score on tests – use PM Benchmarking
Complete initial ranking
Week 1:
Week 1: Ensure all children have
been heard reading in reading for
pleasure/guided reading this term to
check for fluency
Year 2 ONLY: 2016 Reading test
Week 2:
Moderation
Ranking completed and data entered
into SIMs
Week 3:
Year 6 ONLY: Complete 2016 SATs
test
Week 4:
Year 6 ONLY: Complete 2016 SATs
test analysis
Week 6:
RWI assessment week
Week 7:
RWI gaps analysis shared with all
teachers
Week 1:
Year 1 - 5
Complete Not
As We Know
it Spring assessment
Year 2 ONLY:
2016 SPaG
test
Week 2:
Complete
assessment
gaps
Week 3:
YEAR 6 ONLY
–SPAG test
and GAPS

SPAG
Week 3:
Year 6 ONLY: SPAG
test

Maths

Week 1:
Year 2 ONLY: 2016 Maths test
Complete 1 x Headstart test B where gaps were evident
from autumn term (same one across whole year group)
and enter data into analysis sheets
LA groups to take tests that match their attainment year
(still test B). When secure, move to current year group.
Ranking to be decided based initially on Headstart with
some teacher input. Descriptors (M, S, D, E) to be based
on teacher assessment against end of year expectations
(statutory requirements). Only assess against concepts
taught.
Process: pick the lowest child that you think is “on
track”. Tick off the concepts that you have taught that
they have been successful at. If they have met (tbc %) of
them then they are on track to be secure by the end of
the year, so developing now. If that child does not meet
the requirement then they are still emerging in the current year group, move to the next child up on the list and
go through the same process until you find a developing
child.
Week 2:
Ranking completed and data entered into SIMs
Moderation
Post-pupil progress meeting: transfer data over in Headstart analysis sheets for any children who have moved
groups.
Week 3
: Year 6 ONLY – SATs style papers x3 and online times
tables practice

Agree and complete 3 x Headstart test B (same 3 across
whole year group) where gaps were evident from autumn
term and enter data into analysis sheets
Leave 2 weeks between concept being taught and test
administration
LA groups to take tests that match their attainment year
(still test B). When secure, move to current year group.
Week 3:
Year 6 ONLY – SATs style papers x3 and online times
tables practice

Science

Foundation Stage

Complete basic skills
in the last 2 weeks of
the term

Weeks 2-3:
Autumn assessment
period
Week 4:
Data deadline

Week 1 and 2:
Basic Skills

Spring Term Assessment

Year 2 and 6 submit Teacher Assessment
(date tbc)

Year 2 and 6 submit Teacher Assessment Results (date tbc)

Ensure writing
targets are
reviewed
and changed
throughout
the term
Cross-school
moderation

Week 2:
Ranking completed and
data entered
into SIMs

Week 1:
Week 1: Ensure all children have been
heard reading in reading for pleasure/guided reading this term to check
for fluency
Week 2:
Cross-school moderation
Ranking completed and data entered into
SIMs
Week 3/4:
Years 1 and 2 ONLY: Phonics screening check
Week 6:
RWI assessment week
Week 7:
RWI gaps analysis shared with all teachers

Complete 3 x Headstart test C where gaps were evident from
autumn term (same one across whole year group) and enter
data into analysis sheets
LA groups to take tests that match their attainment year (still
test C). When secure, move to current year group.
Before ranking: Complete a gaps analysis, record gaps in MTP
and address over the year. (PDM)
Ranking to be decided based initially on Headstart with some
teacher input. Descriptors (M, S, D, E) to be based on teacher
assessment against end of year expectations (statutory requirements).
Process: pick the lowest child that you think is “on track”. Tick
off the concepts that you have taught that they have been successful at. If they have met (tbc %) of them then they are secure. If that child does not meet the requirement then they are
still developing/emerging in the current year group so move to
the next child up on the list and go through the same process
until you find a secure child.
Week 2:
Ranking completed and data entered into SIMs
Moderation
Post-pupil progress meeting: transfer data over in Headstart
analysis sheets for any children who have moved groups.
Year 2 and 6 submit Teacher Assessment (date tbc)

Agree and complete 4 x Headstart test C (same 4 across whole
year group) where gaps were evident from autumn term and
enter data into analysis sheets
Leave 2 weeks between concept being taught and test administration
LA groups to take tests that match their attainment year (still
test C). When secure, move to current year group.
Week 2:
Year 2 ONLY: Test period begins (May)
Week 2-3:
Year 5 ONLY: NfER test for LA banding
Week 3:
Year 6 ONLY : SATs Week

Week 3:
Year 6 ONLY – SATs
Week

Identify end of
unit/cross curriculum pieces that
can be used for
ranking
Week 4:
Ranking process
begins
Week 5:
Complete initial
ranking using
partly completed
frameworks
During ranking
process, identify
gaps that haven’t
been taught yet
and map into
planning for next
3 weeks

Complete initial Can and Can’t read/Do
and don’t read grid
Week 2:
Year 2 ONLY: Test period begins (May)
Week 3:
Year 6 ONLY: SATs Week
Week 2/3:
Y2-Y6: Complete StarReader Test
Y5 ONLY: NfER test for LA banding
Week 4:
RWI assessment week
Ranking process begins
Discuss GAPS in toolkits and build in to
planning for next 3 weeks
Year 1 to 5 complete PiRA reading test
Week 5:
RWI gaps analysis shared with all teachers
Review AR reports and StarReader reports to inform ranking
Complete PiRA reading GAPS analysis
Benchmark any child that doesn’t score
on tests – use PM Benchmarking
Complete initial ranking

Week 1:
Year 1 - 5
Complete
Not As We
Know it
Summer
assessment
Week 2:
Complete
assessment
gaps

Maths

SPAG

Writing

Reading

Year 6
submit
Teacher
Assessment
(date
tbc)

Ranking
completed

Week 1:
Year 6
Only

Science

Week 1:
Enter Reception
Summer data
Weeks 1-2:
Conduct Nursery
summer assessment
Week 3:
Enter Nursery
baseline data in
SIMs

Weeks 4-5:
Conduct Reception summer assessment

Foundation
Stage

Summer Term Assessment
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Summer half-term 2

Summer half-term 1

Spring half-term 2

Spring half-term 1

Autumn half-term 2

Autumn half-term 1

Term

Week 1:
Review P-levels/ PIVATs
Process: Highlight P-level
criteria. Find which P-level
child is working at. From
that level, use PIVATs to
decide on sub-level

Week 1:
Review P-levels/ PIVATs
Process: Highlight P-level
criteria. Find which P-level
child is working at. From
that level, use PIVATs to
decide on sub-level

Week 1:
Review P-levels/ PIVATs
Process: Highlight P-level
criteria. Find which P-level
child is working at. From
that level, use PIVATs to
decide on sub-level

Writing

Week 1:
Review P-levels/ PIVATs
Process: Highlight P-level
criteria. Find which P-level
child is working at. From that
level, use PIVATs to decide
on sub-level

Week 1:
Review P-levels/ PIVATs
Process: Highlight P-level
criteria. Find which P-level
child is working at. From that
level, use PIVATs to decide
on sub-level

Maths

Week 1:
Review P-levels/ PIVATs
Process: Highlight P-level criteria. Find which P-level child is
working at. From that level, use
PIVATs to decide on sub-level

Week 1:
Review P-levels/ PIVATs
Process: Highlight P-level criteria. Find which P-level child is
working at. From that level, use
PIVATs to decide on sub-level

Week 1:
Review P-levels/ PIVATs
Process: Highlight P-level criteria. Find which P-level child is
working at. From that level, use
PIVATs to decide on sub-level

SEND Assessment

Week 1:
Review P-levels/ PIVATs
Process: Highlight P-level
criteria. Find which P-level
child is working at. From that
level, use PIVATs to decide
on sub-level

Reading

Week 1:
Review Plevels/ PIVATs

Week 1:
Review Plevels/ PIVATs

Week 1:
Review Plevels/ PIVATs

Science

Weeks 1-2:
Conduct autumn assessment
Week 4:
Enter autumn ABLLS data
into tracker

Weeks 2-3:
Conduct spring assessment
Week 4:
Enter autumn ABLLS data
into tracker

Weeks 2-3:
Conduct autumn assessment
Week 4:
Enter autumn ABLLS data
into tracker

Weeks 1-4:
Conduct baseline assessment
Week 5:
Enter baseline ABLLS data
into tracker

Foundation Stage

SEND Assessment Overview

Planning guidance...
Year group overviews
Each year group has a curriculum map which shows the expected coverage for the
academic year.
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Planning 2016 – 2017\curriculum maps

Medium term planning
A medium term planning document is produced by the Deputy Headteachers,
Assistant Headteachers and subject leaders. This document contains weekly
objectives, outcomes and lesson ideas. This is discussed and adapted by the year
group teachers during medium term planning meetings.
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Planning 2016 – 2017\Medium Term Planning

Weekly planning
Planning meetings occur after school on a Monday. The agenda for these is:
Review the weekly timetable—check school calendar and discuss changes to
cover.
Review MTP Coverage — discussing any gaps or areas that need recovering.
Review who is planning what.
Brief discussion on foundation subjects, sharing planning and resources is
completed.
Joint planning of English and Maths.
Maths—Discuss coverage for the week, Establish flow and daily aims of
lessons. Discuss activities, differentiation and resources ideas.
English—discuss Grammar and Focused Reading. Establish differentiation
and focus of lesson. Review Literacy overview—add success criteria,
differentiation . Produce model texts and resource.
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Subject guidance: English
Grammar, Spelling, Punctuation and Handwriting
Handwriting
In the Foundation Stage and Key Stage 1 handwriting is
taught daily following guidance from the Read Write Inc.
(RWI) programme.
In Key Stage 2, where appropriate, handwriting should be
taught twice a week with a further two sessions for children to
practice independently.
We teach a fluent cursive, joined style. When appropriate,
this should be modelled in
handwriting sessions.
Teachers should use the school
script when marking books,
writing on the whiteboard and
as part of classroom displays.

The handwriting policy can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Policies/Policyhandwriting

Spelling
We use the RWI spelling scheme to teach spelling.
This is linked to the new curriculum spelling requirements.
We teach a unit each week.
All children have a log book, which they should have
access to in all lessons. These are sent home so children
can learn their spellings.
We use the weeks that are not covered by the spelling
scheme to teach key topic vocabulary and words from the
spelling lists.
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Grammar and punctuation
The expectations of coverage for grammar can be found in the English Schemes of
Work, located here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\English\Planning\Schemes of Work
We try to match the area of grammar and punctuation to the genre of writing that we
are covering, so the children have time to apply the skills from these sessions.
We use a range of strategies for grammar teaching. Ideas for these can be found in:
•
•
•

Alan Peat games and apps
Pie Corbett’s Jumpstart Grammar
Grammar Survival Kit
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Subject guidance: Reading
Reading
In the Foundation Stage reading is taught using a robust phonics programme,
Read Write Inc (RWI), planning guidance can be found in both the ‘Phonics
Handbook’ and the ‘Speed Sounds Lesson Plans’ book. Also, Reading Managers
are available for support and partnership teaching.
In Nursery and Reception, children are taught additional reading strategies through
teacher planned, daily sessions using ‘real’ books, focussing on comprehension
and language development.
As soon as children are blending well and have a good bank of high frequency
words they will be included in, twice weekly, small group guided reading sessions.
Children will continue on the RWI programme in to Key Stage 1. In addition to
their daily RWI lessons, they will read 1:1 with a teacher once a week.
Any child who is not reading at an age appropriate level will be targeted for 1:1
tuition.

1:1 reading
In Years 1 and 2 there is a daily slot for 1:1 reading. During this time, the teacher
reads with children, on a rota basis, and records key notes in their reading
assessment file. The remainder of the class completes a range of reading
activities.
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Focussed reading
In Key Stage 2 we use a focused reading model to teach reading.
Planning consists of:
4 x focused reading
1 x story time session, which can take place in the library
Focused reading is taught daily in either whole class or in ability groups. Teachers
can decide which grouping is most appropriate to the content of the lesson. This
approach enables teachers to work on both the decoding and comprehension of all
children and allows children to work collaboratively on the same piece of text. The
teacher takes a lead role in each session by guiding the children to focus on words
and questioning them to develop deeper understanding of the whole text. Sessions
should be planned with focussed questions linked to the statutory requirements of
the curriculum.
Within sessions we aim to develop the following areas of comprehension:
•
Questioning & clarifying
•
Imagining
•
Prediction
•
Identify themes within and across books
•
Authorial intent
•
Summarisation
We select a different area to focus on each week. Children record answers, at least
twice a week, in the back of their literacy books.
To support planning, we use the ‘Power of Reading’ approach and AF question
stem guidance, which can be found in the following locations:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\English\Reading/POR teaching sequences
K:\StaffSharedDrive\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\English\
Guided Reading\AFGRQuestions.doc

Differentiation
Texts are selected to match the reading ability of the group; challenging but not so
difficult as to disrupt the flow of reading.
Questions are differentiated, using the tricky, trickier and trickiest.
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Model for teaching
Before the read
We introduce the text to the children and discuss links to previous reads.
We complete a strategy/vocabulary check to help children access the text and
develop ways to work out meaning independently. We let the children know how
long they need to read.
During reading
Children can read independently, in pairs or in a group. As they read, the teacher
should listen to individuals and intervene where appropriate. When they are listening
to children, the teacher should make notes of anything significant about the group or
individual on their planning. If the text is too challenging for children to read
independently or as part of the story time session, it can be read aloud by the
teacher.
Children are engaged in reading the text using a variety of different methods:
•
Read with partners
•
Read in small groups
•
Listen to teacher read aloud
Throughout the reading they respond to TTYP questions about the text, these
question involve literal understanding, inference, deduction, personal responses and
evaluation
After reading
We follow up the read with a range of activities these can include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discussing, clarifying or summarising the text.
‘Fastest Finger First’ for words or word within words.
‘Eye Spy With My Little Eye’.
Key questions - AFL/future learning.
Hot seating.
Prediction.
Responding to illustrations.
Book talk.
Reader’s theatre.

All sessions should include a point and evidence or point, evidence and explanation
style question.
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Subject guidance: Reading cont.
We incorporate further ideas from the Power of Reading, which can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\English\Reading\Power of Reading
Further guidance on focused reading can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\English\Staff Training PDMs\Reading
Any child who is not reading at an age appropriate level will be taught reading
through the ‘RWI Fresh Start’ scheme.
Planning guidance can be found in the ‘Fresh Start
Handbook’ and Reading Managers are available for support
and partnership teaching.

Reading diaries and reading journals
We encourage children to read at home every night.

Reading diaries
Children in Foundation Stage and Key Stage 1 are given a
take home book.
We use reading diaries to encourage parents to read
with their children and aid communication between the parents and class teacher.
To ensure appropriate books are sent home, they are changed regularly by the
Resource Manager. When children want their book changed, they place it in a box
located inside the classroom.

Reading journals
In Key Stage 2 children are given a reading journal. This can be used during
focused reading, reading for pleasure sessions and when at home. Children can
complete a range of activities in their reading journals, taking ownership of the
content.
Guidance and activity suggestions can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\English\Reading\Reading Journals
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Other timetabled parts of the day which support the teaching of reading and the
English curriculum are:

Story time
Story time should happen daily. It should be planned for and consist of reading and
questioning. Teachers are expected to ‘post-it note’ books with key questions or
discussion points to use during the read. We use it to:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide an opportunity to model reading to the children.
Promote a love of reading.
Support language growth.
Develop understanding about books.
Develop imagination.

Reading for pleasure
In order to help our children develop a love of reading, we timetable daily reading for
pleasure. During this time children can:
•
•
•
•
•

Read a book/magazine/newspaper of their own choice.
Complete an ‘Accelerated Reader’ quiz.
Work in their reading journals.
Discuss books with their peers.
Work on comprehension in a focused group with the teacher

To support the reading curriculum, we use the following computer programs:

Junior Librarian
Junior Librarian is a computer program for recording book loans. Books with
barcodes can be scanned in and out of a child’s account to monitor reading.
All teachers and children have their own barcodes.
To access the program, please click on the icon (example right)
on your desktop.
More information on Junior Librarian can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\\Curriculum\English\Reading\Junior
Librarian/JLnet.pdm
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Subject guidance: Reading cont.
Computer programs to support the Reading Curriculum cont.
Accelerated Reader
Accelerated Reader (AR) is a computerised system that promotes independent
reading. It colour codes children’s books into ability bands. AR books can be
identified by the coloured stars on their spine. This helps the children select a level
appropriate for their ability.
Every half term children complete a star test which provides a report for teachers on
pupil’s progress.
More information on Accelerated Reader can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\English\Reading\
Accelerated Reader\Initial AR PDM Nov 2013
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\English\Reading\
Accelerated Reader\AR PDM September 2014 updated
Information from Story time, reading for pleasure, Junior Librarian and Accelerated
Reader should be used to inform your reading teacher assessment.
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Access to reading books
School library
Classes should visit the library frequently. It can be used for a range of activities,
such as:
•
•
•

Circle time/PSHE lessons.
Story time.
Completing research for the wider curriculum.

Classroom library
All classrooms have a reading area. This should be attractive, organised and
inviting. At the beginning of the academic year, we organise our classroom libraries
with the children.
In Upper Key Stage 2 fiction books are organised alphabetically. In the other
phases of the school fiction books are organised by genre.
Non-fiction books are organised into genres and stored in boxes.

Canon of Literature
Reading is supported by the Canon of Literature. The Canon of Literature is a
collection of books that have been identified to help support the curriculum and build
a love of reading.
Canon of Literature books should be stored separately allowing them to be easily
identifiable in the classrooms. To help locate the books, there are ‘CL’ labels on the
spines. Over the course of the year teachers can add books that they have used in
lessons to the Canon of Literature.
A Canon of Literature book list can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\English\Storytime & Storytelling
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Subject guidance: Writing
We teach this in 2 mixed ability classes

Planning and subject knowledge
We use a scheme of work for each year group, which can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\English\Planning\Schemes of Work
This is used to create our medium term planning.
We use our non negotiables and national curriculum statutory requirements to help
inform our weekly planning.

Planning a unit of work
We structure our units in line with the Tower Hamlets Planning Model:

Before commencing a new unit of work, we complete an elicitation writing task.
Teachers use this task to identify strengths and areas for development of their
groups. Planning is then tailored to meet the needs of the group.
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To develop enthusiastic, lifelong writers we plan rich text based experience which
stimulates, engage and challenge children’s thinking.
Talk is as the heart of developing writers; thoughts and opinions are developed
through high quality talk and questioning. It is essential that teachers devise an
exciting theme or experience which acts as hook to engage and immersion
children.
Planning for Literacy
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Subject guidance: Writing cont.
It is essential at this point children begin to develop a clear understanding of what key
ingredients will be for successful writing and as a whole group generate a toolkit/WMG
which underpin and demonstrate these. Then the following sequence of lessons/
activities will support in develop each one of these aspects.

Focus

Vocabulary
Growth

Key objectives

Typical activities

To
develop
and
extend
vocabulary
growth

Key documents:
Descriptoursaus
Magpie (word power) collect WOW words from
shared reading – given WOW words at the start
of new unit
Special Phrases (as above)
Build a sentence
Annotation of images with given language –
be extended into building special phrases and
sentences
Match it ( match word to definition)
Dictionary and Thesaurus games
Snappy Synonyms/Antonym teacher provides word – children brainstorm/use thesaurus
to generate three new words that could be used
instead e.g. beautiful, attractive, delectable.
Teacher could provide three sentences missing
adjective and children decide on the most appropriate
Zone of Relevance

To understand
how
writers
use language
for effect
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Focus
Talk for
Writing

Key objectives

Typical activities

To internalise
new
language structures

The teacher creates a memorable, meaningful version
of the text type being taught (at a level just above
where the children are), building in the structure and
language features. A text map is drawn which works in
the same way as story map (could be presented as a
washing line with each new sheet acting as a new paragraph) Children learn the text orally, using the map
as a reminders and adding actions to reinforce specific
language patterns as well as meaning. It is crucial for
the patterns to be ‘over-learned’ if they are to actually
become part of the child’s linguistic repertoire. As the
text becomes embedded in the children’s long-term
working memory, the teacher moves from whole class
imitation to group performance down to trios and pairs.

To orally rehearse
an
exact given
text
(this
could also be
for
performance purposes)

There are many ways to vary the learning of a text:
Say it in pairs like a mirror
Pass it around the circle
Mime it
Babble Gabble say it as fast as you can
Pass it down the line
Present the text as a group (use PowerPoint or
other forms of illustrations)
Make a Phone Call
Gossip Groups
Drama & Role Play – be an expert / TV presentation/ News reporter
Perform it like a tennis match (word for word/
chunk for chunk)
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Subject guidance: Writing cont.
Key objectives

Typical activities

Grammar
&
Punctuation

To develop
grammatical
knowledge
To
use
punctuation
accurately

Generic grammar and punctuation activities use
the following
key documents:
Develop Writing (FS/KS1)
Grammar for Writing (KS2)
Grammar Survival
Exciting Sentence types (see writing frames)
VCOP Games

Short Writing (linked
to context
and text)

To respond
to
text
through
writing
To use text
as a model
for writing

Write internalised text (imitated version)
Continue a paragraph
Improve a paragraph (close activity see T4W
Blue Book)
Short Write: characterisation /setting description
Review/Evaluation

Focus

Teaching time:20mins
Writing time: 30 - 35mins
Children should be always be encouraged to reread as they write, with a focus on sense, punctuation and spelling (allow access to dictionaries).
Marking focus at this point on any gaps or misunderstandings children demonstrate in their writing.
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Focus

Key objectives

Typical activities

Boxing Up
& Planning
for Writing
(see writing
frames document)

To
support
children in develop and shaping their own
ideas for writing

Reading as Writer
Part of this process will involve the children analysing the text they have internalised (been immersed
in) with two key aspects:
Understand the underlying structure of the text
through boxing it up
Further recognise and understand the ingredients that helped to make the writing effective
Boxing up the text
This involves the children using a problem solving
approach to see if they can identify how the text is
organised and box it accordingly. They will need to
add paragraph headings, through the identification
of the topic sentence/paragraph analysis. Children
could work in pairs or small groups or the teacher
could demonstrate this process with the whole
class using a grid which will act as a planner.
This will then be used to support children in planning and shaping their own ideas. The planning
process should be short and quick; some children
will need to spend a little longer gathering and organising their thoughts than others so this should
be reflected in teachers planning and differentiation.
Boxing up the Text - Innovation – sharing,
shaping and boxing up of ideas
Planning – Writing frames
Drama – becoming confident with what is being
said
Shared writing – teacher models how to use the
plan, turning ideas into sentences/
paragraphs using TOL.

Subject guidance: Writing cont.
Focus

Key objectives

Typical activities

Extended
Writing
(Best Write
– Building
a story)

To write at
length, applying
knowledge
and
skills
from planning
session

BEST WRITING MODEL
Shared Writing time used to refocus the children’s’
thoughts on the stimulus & text type for writing.
Teacher TOL as they model on a flipchart how to
transform plan into sentences one by one adding
greater information, adjectives, adverbs, etc
Extended Write focussed writing session with short
mini breaks to reinforce or correct misconceptions/
basic errors
Proofread and Edit children evaluate their own or
partner’s work against specific criteria with a focus on
basic skills of sense, punctuation and spelling. Children discuss and make necessary changes using
green pen.
Grammar for writing refocused/closing gap lesson:
sentence structure, composition and effect after
teacher assessment and marking – this may then feed
into next stage of EEI.
Evaluate, Edit and Improve: Teacher selects and
shares an example of work from children where the
writing has met the criteria, explaining why it works
well but identifies at least two changes how this could
be improved (linked to one strand/AF) through whole
class discussion – Teacher models making changes
Proofread, Publish or redraft children proofread
their work and make any final changes to improve the
accuracy of their grammar, punctuation and spelling.
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We incorporate strategies and games from Pie Corbett and Alan Peat into our
lessons.

A link to the writing frames can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\English\Writing\
Writing Frames - Non Fiction\Writing Frames 2012 – 2013
\writingframeswithsuccesscriteria

Further Resources to support Literacy Planning
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Subject guidance: Writing cont.
Working wall and washing lines
All classrooms have a working wall. This should be developed throughout a unit of work. It should be used to
record, visualise and assist learning. Displayed on it
should be:
•

A good model of writing.

•

The audience and purpose of the writing

•

Words and phrases, in context, that support the
genre.

•

Shared planning and shared writing.

•

Key questions

•

A mixture of the teacher’s and children’s work.

Working wall

Washing line

The working wall is a key teaching tool and should be utilised and referred to in lessons.

Targets
Children are given individual writing targets. These are set after an independent
piece of work has been completed and reviewed by the teacher. They should focus
on an area of writing that can be applied across genres, e.g. punctuation, sentence
length.
The initial target is recorded in back of the child’s best writing book. When the target
is set it should be discussed with the child and a clear example of how to meet it
should be recorded. Targets should be used in both literacy and best writing books.
To identify and track writing targets we use the following stickers:

Further guidance
be found here:

on writing targets can

K\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\English\Assessment
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Subject guidance: Maths
Children should be given every opportunity throughout the lesson to explore and
develop their mathematical understanding. Resources should be utilised from the
beginning of the lesson and used throughout to embed understanding.
Modelling should be used appropriately, where applicable, but children should be
allowed to develop resilience through exploration, making mistakes, discussing and
analysing throughout Maths lessons, supported by teacher intervention and
discussion. Quality partner talk is crucial to embed understanding.
Children are set in three Maths groups. Within that group, children change their talk
partners regularly. There is no ability grouping within the class.

Foundation Stage groupings
Nursery
Maths lessons are taught in mixed ability carpet groups for the duration of the first
half term. After October half term, the children are split into four ability groups.
One teacher plans for the top two groups and one teacher plans for the lower two
groups.
Reception
Maths lessons are taught in ability groups based on their groupings from Nursery
and your base line assessment of any children new to the school. One teacher
plans for the top two groups and one teacher plans for the lower two groups.

Planning and subject knowledge
We use the Foundation Stage curriculum map as the basis for our medium term
planning. You will find it here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Foundation Stage\
Foundation Stage Maths Curriculum Map
The stages of the curriculum map highlight the expectations at each term throughout
the Foundation Stage. However, it is important that you pick objectives that match
the needs of your children rather than always teaching the objectives from the
corresponding term.
In a six week half term, we would usually focus on number for four weeks and
shape, space and measure for two weeks. This is flexible however, and you should
always teach to the needs of the children.
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Subject guidance:
Foundation Stage Maths cont.
Calculation policy
We follow the Foundation Stage calculation policy. You can find it here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Foundation Stage\
calculation in the Foundation Stage

Numicon
We use Numicon to teach number and calculation across the Foundation Stage.
Use the teacher files to inform your planning:

Each teacher and EYE has a class kit of Numicon.
Numicon for each child in their class:

And enough sets of 1-10

Differentiation
Each ability group will be provided with at least a ‘Tricky’ and ‘Trickiest’ option
during the lesson. Some groups will have a ‘Tricky’, ‘Trickier’ and ‘Trickiest’ option
depending on the size of the group and the needs of the children (see differentiation
in KS1 and KS2 for more information).
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Weekly planning
The weekly planning template can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Foundation Stage\
maths weekly planning template
Mental Oral starters should usually link to the main aim of the lesson.
However, they can also be used to keep previous learning ticking over, such as
reviewing 2D shape names. Likewise, they may be used to teach an element of
maths that does not require a whole lesson, such as recapping days of the week.
Planning consists of:
•
•

4 x lesson based teaching and applying skill.
1 x problem solving lesson.

Guided maths
Guided maths is taught once a week in small groups of children during their play
time. It is based on the skill taught throughout the week. It is practical; play based
and has a strong element of problem solving.
Children record their findings each week and self assess against the assessment
questions.

Recording
Children are encouraged to record their findings regularly. There is a big emphasis
on allowing children to experiment with mathematical mark making and recording in
their own way before moving onto standardised forms of recording.
Children record in their maths books during maths lessons and during guided
maths, and are encouraged to record during play based activities.
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Subject guidance:
Foundation Stage Maths cont.
Problem solving
There is a strong focus on problem solving. Children solve problems once a week in
maths lessons, during weekly guided maths and through ‘Problem of the week’ in
the continuous provision. Ideas for problem solving activities can be found in:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Foundation Stage\
Problem solving ideas

Shape, space and measure
Children must not identify shapes by sight recognition. The emphasis must be on
analysing shapes to work out their properties, e.g. counting the number of corners
or identifying the shape of the faces.
Children learn about shape, space and measure through exploration. Ensure that all
shape, space and measure lessons are properly resourced and all children are
practically engaged with their learning.

Target sheets
Our target sheets focus on key facts that they need to know by the time they leave
the Foundation Stage. They are shared with parents during maths parent
workshops. Nursery target sheets are not shared with the children and Reception
target sheets are shared with the children when they are ready. When children have
proven in different contexts that they have met a target the disc is stamped.
We teach key facts through games and songs in addition to core classroom
teaching.
Target sheets are located here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Assessment\
Key Facts Target Sheets
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Resources
Each classroom has a core set of resources. Extra Numicon resources are stored in
the Reception middle room. In addition, we have larger shape, space and measure
resources in the maths/early years cupboard.

Maths in continuous provision
It is vital that children access maths during their play time. Play based maths
activities are planned for the continuous provision each week. Number and shape,
space and measure are planned for indoor and outdoor areas. Recording and
scoring materials are permanently available in the maths zones.

Maths in the learning environment
Maths has a high profile in the Foundation Stage learning environment.
It is important that displays reflect and support current learning, are interactive and
vibrant. A checklist for maths in the learning environment can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Foundation Stage\
Maths in the learning environment checklist
Each classroom and carpet area has a maths working wall which is updated weekly.
This includes:
•
•
•
•
•
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The focus for the week.
Key vocabulary.
Maths sentence structure.
Visual representations of skill being taught.
Success criteria.

Subject guidance:
KS1 and KS2 Maths
Planning and subject knowledge
We use the Lancashire Scheme of Work as the basis for our medium term planning.
You will find it here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Planning\
Lancashire half termly overviews
In addition, we use exemplification materials provided by Tower Hamlets.
These follow Lancashire planning but also provide teaching ideas:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Planning\
Tower Hamlets exemplification ideas for Maths

We use The Ladders - a progression document to support
teacher understanding of mathematical development.
It arcs from FS to gifted and talented in Year 6 and provides
guidance on next steps to maximise children’s progress.

Calculation policy
Everyone follows the calculation policy. You will find a copy here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\
Calculation Policy\calculation guidance
(It’s the PowerPoint document!)
There is also a webinar modelling ‘the journey of calculation’ on the Cyril Jackson
website. It is vital that you watch the videos for each operation before you
commence teaching calculation to ensure fluid progression.
The NCETM website also demonstrates the calculation approach. You will need to
register at https://www.ncetm.org.uk/resources/42600 (this is the multiplication and
division guide for Year 4).
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Short Term Planning:
It is vital that your short term planning is fit for purpose. If it is picked up by another
member of staff they should find it easy to follow in terms of both the teaching
outcome and the means by which children achieve this outcome.
The purpose of a maths plan is to enable you to visualise your teaching, the
children's’ response to that teaching and to anticipate any potential misconceptions.
You will be better prepared to tackle issues within the lesson if you have prepared a
robust plan in advance and will feel more confident to deviate from your plan in
order to close any gaps.
A good maths plan should:
•

•
•

•
•
•
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Be clear on what the children are expected to do throughout the lesson. This
should be addressed in your plan through a) explicit mention of manipulatives
to be used b) key assessment checks throughout the lesson in the form of
questions and c) clear success criteria
It should clearly demonstrate the flow of interaction between teacher and
student identifying opportunities for partner talk throughout
A Maths flipchart that accompanies the plan should be quite “clean” i.e. avoid
cluttering up the chart with too much language or imagery. Teacher models
need to be large and very precise. Questioning and language should go into
the plan.
Demonstrate a flow of knowledge throughout the week around a key concept
Mental oral starters and main lesson activities should link wherever possible
“Challenge time” at the start of lessons in Key Stage 2 should be used for a)
short problem solving activities b) core skills such as x tables or c) gap closing.
The activity needs to be clear on the plan.

Subject guidance:
KS1 and KS2 Maths
Testbase
Testbase is an extremely useful database of all past test questions that you can
search for by level. It is a really helpful tool for ideas for questions and supports
your ability to pitch work correctly for the children. It can be used within lessons for
challenge times or plenaries.
http://www.testbase.co.uk/sec/mathematics.php
Username: 04850_06
Password: FCCF0

Differentiation
In line with our drive to maximise independence, children self-select the difficulty
level of the task they would like to complete in the Maths lesson. The tasks are
introduced and explained to the children after teaching so children can make an
informed and meaningful choice. We call this ‘tricky, trickier and trickiest’. This
promotes risk taking, confidence and desire to learn from their mistakes. It is also a
much finer tool to ensure all children are making excellent progress.
Children should tackle a few questions of gradually increasing difficulty that they find
challenging for the task that they choose. Quality not quantity is the mantra. Here is
an example:
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Differentiation continued
We do not use extension activities at Cyril Jackson. We believe that ‘extra’ work is
demotivating and is often a time filler to keep children occupied until the end of the
lesson. Your differentiation should be attuned to the needs of the children and
should challenge them for the duration of the independent activity. If children are
finishing too soon, then you need to consider making your tasks more
challenging. The more precisely pitched your differentiation, the more progress the
children will make and the more resilient they will become.

Weekly planning
In line with Lancashire we teach one key area of Maths per week. Mental Oral
starters should always link to the main aim of the lesson. Often the mental oral will
consolidate and develop a skill that is required in the main lesson.
Planning consists of:
•
4 x lesson based on Lancashire expectations.
•
1 x lesson focussing on making explicit choices in calculation methodology, i.e.
mental method, jotting or formal written method
•
A problem solving lesson once a fortnight.

Weekly planning - challenge time
This is an additional 15 minutes at the beginning of maths lessons in Key Stage 2.
This time should be spent on a standalone activity that promotes independence.
It could be the development of key facts, a Testbase question which children tackle
when they come in from play or a game. It could also be a short problem solving
activity from our resource file. It is an opportunity to revise and consolidate on areas
of the maths curriculum that have not been taught recently.

Weekly planning - mental maths & written methods
As referred to above, one lesson per week is devoted to calculation methods with a
focus on mental maths skills. Mental maths should be rapid, interactive and focus
on key skills. Children should be encouraged to develop their mental maths skills
whilst making appropriate choices about the best approach, using a formal written
method where necessary. This is the only lesson at Cyril Jackson where “hands
up” is allowed. This is required for the teacher to assess children’s rapidity at mental calculation. You will find more information on approach and expectations here,
including a sample flipchart.
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Mental Maths
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Subject guidance:
KS1 and KS2 Maths cont.
Problem solving
You will find everything you need to know about problem solving here.
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Insets\Problem Solving
We have a number of physical resources which are stored in Maths cupboards
outside the classrooms (North Building) or in middle rooms (South Building).
Here is an example:

I

n addition all teachers are expected to complete a whole school “Problem of the
Month” which is set and emailed out by the Maths Team. The winners are shared in
whole school assembly monthly.

Times tables
All children are expected to know up to their 12 x table by Year 4. You will find
guidance and resources here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Insets\Times Tables
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Time Tables
We teach using a variety of strategies. The Jill Mansergh method (an approach that
teaches times tables through the relationships between the numbers) is at the heart
of our practice. You will need to familiarise yourself with this and annotate a
counting stick for this purpose.
In Years 2-4 classes also participate weekly in “Times Table Madness”; a group
effort in the classroom which tracks improving averages over the year. You will find
the grids and guidance on format in the above folder.
Please ensure you are teaching multiplication correctly. See the maths display for
guidance. We do not use “groups of” or “lots of” terminology. Please see here for
the rationale:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Insets\Language
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Shape
Children must not identify shapes by sight recognition. The emphasis must be on
analysing shapes to work out their properties, e.g. measuring sides to ascertain
whether a 2D shape is regular or irregular or counting and annotating sides of
irregular shapes 2D shapes to work out the name of the shape. For more guidance
look here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Insets\Gaps\Shape Session ACA

Statistics
As with shape, children should be encouraged to annotate hard copies of any data
representation. Sight analysis should be avoided. In addition, our focus is on
analysis, rather than gathering.
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Insets\Gaps

Target sheets

Our target sheets
focus
on key facts. They are A3 sheets placed in the middle of the children’s books and
secured with an elastic band. When children have proven in different contexts that
they have met a target the disc is stamped. We teach key facts through games and
songs in addition to core classroom teaching. You will find the target sheets here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Assessment\Key Facts Target Sheets
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Subject guidance:
KS1 and KS2 Maths cont.
Games and songs
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Games
M:\Table Troopers
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Time Tables
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Insets\Language

Numicon
We use Numicon for number work in Foundation Stage, Key Stage 1 and for lower
ability groups in Years 3 and 4.

Resources
Each classroom has a core set of resources. To check you have what is expected,
look at the drawer resource cards for your year group here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Resources\
Physical resources\Drawer labels
In addition, we have a full set of larger Maths resources in cupboards outside the
classroom with a host of different equipment to support understanding.
Please ensure you spend some time looking at what we have.

Displays
Each classroom is provided with a generic calculation vocabulary display.
In addition to this, a further Maths display is required focussing on an area of Maths
that you anticipate the children will find challenging.
Also, key vocabulary for the topic being taught should be displayed weekly in the
classroom.
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Assessment
We use Headstart tests in Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2. This consists of a series of
7 tests covering: Place Value, Addition and Subtraction, Multiplication and Division,
Fractions, decimals & percentages, Statistics, Measure and Shape. We ask
teachers to administer a minimum of x5 tests per term. The data is then entered by
the teacher into an individual spreadsheet. The same spreadsheet is used
throughout the year. There is no need to save multiple copies. The data is used to
identify whole cohort gaps and also to target individual misconceptions. The data
spreadsheets, copies of tests and mark schemes are all saved in this folder:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Maths\Assessment\Headstart
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Subject guidance:
Science and foundation subjects
Science
We teach science in every term, but it is our main focus for the whole school during
the spring term.
A subject overview can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Planning 2016- 2017\Subject Overviews\Science
During the spring term we have two afternoons a week of science plus an oral
science session. A themed science day/week also takes place in the spring term.
The new curriculum has led to a focus on more child led investigations and
knowledge of Key Scientists for each year group.
Resources are stored in the South Building at the top of the playground stairs,
between the Year 5 and Year 6 classes. In the North Building science resources
are stored in the cupboards adjacent to the Year 4 classrooms.

Foundation subjects
Subject overviews for all foundation subjects can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Planning 20146- 2017\Subject Overviews

Music
In the Foundation Stage and Key Stage 1 children have African drumming lessons
throughout the year with a specialist drumming teacher. These lessons take place in
the North Building hall.
In Key Stage 2, we have a specialist music teacher. Children have a weekly lesson
where they explore music and learn how to play the guitar. These lessons take
place in the Music Room in the South Building. During music lessons, the year
group’s teaching assistant should remain in the Music Room with the class.
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Computing
Each child has their own computing passport. This contains their user names and
passwords for a variety of software and websites. Children begin using passports in
Year 1 and stay with the child throughout each key stage.
In computing lessons, children should record the aim of each lesson in their
passport and these should be stamped as part of our marking and feedback
process. When new units of work are started, the children should start a new page
in the passport.

Now>Press>Play
We use Now>Press>Play to support our curriculum. Headsets are stored in the NB
Library . Resources to support the use of this software can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Now Press Play

PE
We work along side Premier Sport to deliver the PE curriculum, some year groups
will be assigned an external coach.
All planning for PE is expected to be saved on the server in the year groups folder.
External coaches provide planning and assessment on a virtual platform. Some of
the modules of PE follow the Val Sabin/ARSD Scheme of work. The music and
resources are all saved on the server here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\PE\Dance then the relevant module or year
group.
Children are expect to change for PE and wear the correct school kit; black shorts,
white T-shirt and trainers/ plimsolls. There is spare kit available for the children to
use if they do not have it. Teachers are expected to keep a Kit Register and keep
track of children not bringing the correct kit. This issue should be addressed with
parents.
In Year 5 children have swimming lessons at Mile End Leisure Centre. A risk
assessment must be completed for this at the start of each academic year. Children
cannot withdraw from this aspect of PE. Teachers are expected to be watching the
children from the pool side. There is a strict no phone or laptop policy.
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Subject guidance:
Foundation subjects
Humanities
We teach History in the autumn term and Geography in the summer term. Children
have a combined humanities book in key stage 1 and a separate book for each of
the subjects in key stage 2. Children start a new book for each subject in year 3,
these are passed up to the next year group. At the start of each year the book
covers need to be updated with their new class and teacher’s name.
Teachers should follow the MTP to ensure they are covering the aims of the new
curriculum. Detailed schemes of work are available for the majority of units and
teachers can annotate and adapt these rather than producing new plans. Where
there are no schemes of work teachers are expected to produce weekly plans that
need to be saved on the school server.
Teachers need to provide opportunity for the children to go on at least one school
trip linked to their history topic . In geography children should have the opportunity
to experience some field work either in the immediate local area or further a field.
During the autumn term we celebrate Black History Month. Throughout this month
we explore themes such as slavery and immigration and explore these topics in
Literacy as well as history. In key stage 2 each child has their own Black History
Month journal. This is used to complete any work related to the year group’s Black
History Month focus. Throughout the month the children have the opportunity to
produce art work linked to their Black History month topic and the month ends with
a celebration where the children share their learning with the whole school.
In all classrooms there should be a world map with the continents and oceans
clearly labelled. In key stage 2 the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn and northern
and southern hemispheres should also be added. All key stage 2 classrooms
should have a British history timeline visible that will be provided by the school.
History and geography displays should be attractive and useful. They should display
the key words for the topic and along with images and artefacts. As the topic
progresses children’s work should be displayed and clearly labelled.
The Tower Hamlets Professional Development Centre should be contacted termly
for resources to support teaching and learning.
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PSHE
We use a mixture of Health for Life, Real Health for Real Lives, Philosophy for
Children and the SEAL schemes of work as a basis for our PSHE planning. The
resources for which can be found in each year group and in the PSHE folder.
Content (such as work, or evidence of discussions) from the lessons is then kept in
a class book which is passed up from Year to Year so that the children can reread
their work (see below for more guidance).
During the summer term we cover the sex education part of the curriculum.
We use an adapted version of the Christopher Winter Project. This planning must be
adhered to without any deviation. Before lessons are delivered, phase leaders meet
with parents to share coverage and make sure parents do not want to withdraw their
children from these lessons.

RE
We use a mixture of QCA and Tower Hamlets schemes as a basis for our RE
planning. The resources for which can be found in the RE folder. There are also
artefacts, books and pictures which can be found within the RE cupboards. There is
one located in each building, along with the other humanity resources.
Content (such as work, or evidence of discussions) from the lessons is then kept in
a class book which is passed up from Year to Year so that the children can reread
their work (see below for more guidance).

PSHE / RE books
Work for PSHE and RE is recorded in class ‘big books’.
The layout of these books can vary due to children being involved in deciding how
the work is stuck in (when possible).
Each page must include:
•
A date.
•
An aim.
•
A range of work to represent the different abilities in your class.
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Subject guidance:
foundation subjects cont.

School Council
Two representatives are selected at the start of each year from each class.
The group of children then meet with the school council lead teacher to discuss
school issues and share their views.
After every school council meeting representatives are required to discuss issues
raised with their class, so that they can then feedback to the school council.
This discussion can take place as part of PSHE/circle time lessons.

P4C
We have been rolling out Philosophy for Children across the school over the past
year.
This saw children being taught how to create their own philosophical questions,
through the use of games and discussion . They would then choose one question
that is the focus of a philosophical enquiry or dialogue. In 2016-2017, we are looking
to further embed this practice and increase the critical thinking of our children.
Where possible we have been linking P4C to schemes of work such as RE and
PSHE. But any subject or topic is open to be discussed in a P4C way
We are part of the East London P4C Hub and are working toward our SAPERE
bronze award. As part of this, we ask teachers to record evidence of enquiries and
games, to help us achieve the award, in their big books.
To help develop planning, each year group has a Level 1 P4C handbook and ideas
are included within the medium term planning each term.
Resources to support the teaching of P4C can be found on the server, in the shared
curriculum area here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\P4C
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French
We follow the iLanguages scheme of work for French in Key Stage 2. Children’s
French books are started in Year 3 and should be passed up to the following year
group with the child.
All flipcharts, videos and resources can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\MFL\French Plans and Resources

Art and Design & Technology
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
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Teachers should follow the MTP to ensure they are covering the aims of the
new curriculum. Detailed schemes of work are available for some of the units
and teachers can annotate, adapt and scan these into their planning area
rather than producing new plans. Where there are no schemes of work,
teachers are expected to produce weekly plans that need to be saved on the
school server.
All children have a sketch book to record their ideas and outcomes. This is
passed up to the next year group.
Art and DT are taught once a term in 4 - 6 sessions, which can be blocked into
whole day or a day and a half
During the autumn term we celebrate Black History Month. Throughout the
month the children have the opportunity to produce art work linked to their
Black History month topic and the month ends with a celebration where the
children share their learning with the whole school.
Prior to Christmas, all year groups have a Winter Arts Day where they produce
Christmas decorations for the school and Winter Art Scenes. Selected art
scenes go onto advent calendar on the Cyril Jackson website.
Teachers need to provide the opportunity for the children to go on at least one
school trip linked to their art topic or key artist study.
All equipment is kept for general use in the art cupboards (North Building —
ground floor, next to the ICT suite, near the children’s toilets. South Building —
next to the office).
Any additional equipment not kept in with general resources that is needed for
a scheme of work, will be ordered by the Art and DT co-ordinator and given to
the year group.

Marking...
We believe marking is one of the most crucial forms of assessment. As teachers,
it can help us make strategic decisions about the next steps in children’s learning.
Also, it helps us reflect on the effectiveness of our lessons and shows children we
value their efforts.
It is appreciated that marking is one of the biggest tasks for teachers.
Therefore, an outline of marking types has been created which should feature in
books each week.
Marking has the most impact when completed with the child present, so we
encourage all staff to actively mark as much as possible within lesson times.
Children respond to marking in green pen

K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Assessment\Marking\Markingtimetable.doc

Learning diaries (Foundation Stage)
The majority of work included in the children’s learning diaries should be child
initiated. Where work is included from guided or adult led activities, it should show
significant development.
Work samples and photographs included in learning diaries should be annotated
with the date, area of learning, whether the work was child initiated or adult led and
whether the task was completed independently or with support from an adult.
Further guidance can be found in this document:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Foundation Stage\Learning Diary\
Annotation Guide (Marking) 2015.pub
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Marking Guidance
A copy of our marking guidance can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Assessment\Marking
Further guidance can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Assessment\Marking\
INSET – training\Marking PDM Jan 2015

Marking symbols
To help children develop their own skills in editing and checking their own work, we
use marking symbols in all subjects. These are displayed in the classroom.
Children should respond to marking symbols in green pen.
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Assessment\Marking\Flipcharts\markingsymbols

Peer and self-assessment
To provide further opportunities for children to develop and apply their
understanding, we include peer and self-assessment in lessons.
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Assessment\Marking\Flipcharts \peerandselfassessment

Sticker marking
We have marking stockrooms. In the North Building this is in the corridor that leads
to the Deputy Headteacher’s office; in the South Building this is in the staff room.
The stockroom contains a mixture of positive comment, next step and target
marking stickers.
Positive comment stickers or comments are placed in the teacher’s marking box.
Next step stickers or comments should be placed at end of the piece of work.
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Monitoring and Appraisals...
Monitoring
To ensure that the children are given the best possible chance of making progress,
we complete a range of monitoring throughout the academic year.
We use the outcomes of our monitoring to plan accurate teacher development.
The monitoring timetable can be found in the PDP.
We record outcomes of monitoring on Lessons Learned.

Monitoring proformas
Monitoring forms are stored in the marking stockrooms and can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Monitoring Pack\Monitoring 2015-2016

Appraisal
To help meet our school goals, we have a standardised set of performance
management targets.
First meeting
During the first meeting, in the autumn term, appraisees meet with their appraisers
and select two of the standardised targets and set a third, more personal target.
Success criteria, training needs and possible evidence are discussed and recorded
in this meeting.
Review meeting
The review meeting takes place in the spring term. Appraisees should attend the
meeting with evidence to support where and how they are meeting the targets set in
the first meeting.
The appraiser will highlight points that have been met and discuss areas that need
to be worked on before the final meeting.
Final meeting
This takes place during the summer term. Again, appraisees are responsible for
bringing evidence and data with them to show how they have met their targets.
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Filming of lessons
This year at Cyril Jackson we want staff to take ownership of their own
development. We strongly believe seeing yourself teach will empower you to, not
only, identify your strengths and action points but also help motivate you to meet
action points set.
To do this, most observations will be filmed.
Before Filming
The observer needs to identify which lesson will be filmed and put into the
calendar Please invite Helen, Jamie and observer into the calendar entry.
Discuss with observer which part of the lesson the observation will focus on, e.g.
First 45 minutes, first 30 minutes and last 15 minutes, from mental oral starter
onwards
Agree a time with observer that film will be watched and discussed.
On Filming Day
Jamie will set the camera to be set up in your room
The observer must ensure they turn camera on at start of lesson and off at the
end.
Jamie will collect the camera and upload onto your area, observer’s area and
SLMT’s area
Before Feedback
Both the observer and observee need to watch the film, separately
Whilst watching both the observer and observee must complete an observation
form
The observer will come and look at the outcomes of the lesson in the children’s
book and may talk to children about their work.
Feedback Time
Both the observer and observee need to bring their completed observation form to
the feedback session.
The observer will coach the observee, as needed, to identify their strengths and
action points. This may include watching parts of the video together.
Once an action point has been agreed, the observer will help establish a success
criteria, or identify an LMT member who will help do this.
When the success criteria is in place an agreed date for follow up with observer
must be set. The follow up can be a discussion, re-filming or observation.
After feedback
Follow up any action steps
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The action that brings improvement is the most important
part of the cycle.
Either during the meeting with the observer or with the person identified to help with support you should set success
criteria that will help you assess if you have met your action
point.
The success criteria you establish will vary according to the
area you are assessing and will be time-bound. General
principles of success criteria are that they should be:
Sharply focused
Reflect the experiences of the students and the standards at
which they attain
Easily measurable
Relevant to the area being developed

How will I know I have made improvements?

At this point you need to review the action point with your line manager, either
through discussion, planning, observation or short re-filming. The purpose of
this review is to confirm the action point has been met.
The success criteria you set will enable you to evaluate whether or not you
have met the action point.
If the action point has been met, then please log into Lessons Learned and
tick completed
It is important that new practice remains evident and build on your success.
If the action point has not been met, then the line manager will help you arrange/provide further support in this area.
At this stage you are at the end of the review cycle but there may still be action steps that need more focus or new priorities that can be identified so the
cycle can be repeated.

What improvements have I made and what do I need to do
know?

An honest evaluation of this evidence will identify your strengths
and action points, this will help you move on in the process.
Action steps should be focused on how to improve the learning
experience and outcomes for the pupils
Some action steps are easy to meet, e.g.
Ensure children have access to dictionaries during lessons
These should be noted on Lessons Learned in the notes box
but do not need to be recorded as targets
Other action steps may need more attention, e.g.
Ensure work sufficiently challenges all children in the group.
These should be recorded as action points on lessons learned.
These targets may require support so during the discussion
with your line manager you should:
Identify who could support you with them
Send an email to them requesting to meet them
Set a realistic timescale of when your line manager can come
back and see the change
The observer will enter the observation onto Lessons Learned

What do I need to do about my action points?

The gathering of evidence is important in this process. This
evidence could come from:
Book looks
Child Interviews
Observations and Recording a Lesson
LMT members will help you identify strengths and areas for
development

How do I know my strengths and action points?

The process of self-evaluation
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Displays...
All displays should form a central part of the learning process. We believe that a
child will learn more if the environment they are in is stimulating, inspiring and, most
importantly, inviting.

Communal Displays
Displays are changed at the start of every term. Please check your PDP for display
deadline dates.
General guidance for communal displays:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They should feature children’s work.
They should reflect a range of curriculum areas.
They should have an explanation of the learning that has taken place and a
title.
The display should be labelled with the class and year group.
They should reflect a range of the children’s ability.
At least some of them should be interactive.
Visual interest could be achieved by: varying texture and size (i.e. not always
A4 paper and not too much laminating!). 3D as well as 2D.
Relevant vocabulary should be displayed.
Work should be mounted and stapled to the wall appropriately

The learning environments policy can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Policies\Policy Learning Environments
Examples of displays and success criteria can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Support Staff\Training\displays 201014

Generic Classroom Displays
To help maintain consistency across the school we have a number of items that
must be on display in all classrooms.
A list of these can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Monitoring Pack\Monitoring 2016-2017\Learning Walk
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Assemblies...

All teachers are expected to be present in all assemblies, unless they are running
an intervention.
Foundation Stage has a combined themed assembly each week on a Friday at 3pm.
On a Tuesday FS have a Story Time Assembly at 3pm during which RWI teachers
can attend RWI Master Classes. All stories to be read in these assemblies can be
found in the PDP.
Key Stage 1 and 2 have three assemblies per week:
•
•
•

A themed assembly.
A singing assembly.
An achievement assembly (Key Stage 1 and 2 only).

Themed assemblies
These assemblies take place in phase groups. They are led by a teacher from within
the phase. The themes of assemblies are planned and can be found in the PDP.
On the K: drive there is an assembly folder that contains previous assemblies which
help teachers prepare. The rota of assemblies can be found in the PDP.

Singing assemblies
These assemblies take place in phase groups and are led by a year group from that
phase. Songs are selected and can be found in the PDP. Resources, music and
flipcharts are prepared centrally and can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Music & Assemblies\Singing Assemblies
2015-2016
Songs chosen range from Out of the Ark, Sing Up and include other classic songs.
We have whole school access to the Sing Up website - www.singup.org.
Our username is: admin@cyriljackson.towerhamlets.sch.uk and the password is:
‘School’.
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Assemblies and Trips

Achievement assemblies
This is a whole school assembly and takes place every Friday. They are led by a
year group. During the assembly, the year group leading it shares good work, hands
out the achievement certificates and reveals the attendance of each class.
Achievement certificates are completed by the teachers before the assembly.
They can be awarded for a range of reasons, such as: good work, improvements in
or consistently good behaviour or helping others. Copies of these certificates are
kept in the marking stockroom in both buildings
The standard PowerPoint used by year groups in the Friday assembly can be found
here:
K:\StaffSharedDrive\Shared Curriculum Area\Assemblies\
Achievement Assembly\ Achievement Assembly - Template 2017

Trips
We plan trips during our medium term planning meetings. Before booking, please
ensure you check the shared calendar to make sure the proposed day does not
clash with other events.
If there is a cost to a trip then either:
1) The subject leader must approve the trip
2)
Parents must be asked for a voluntary contribution. If there is not enough
money collected in then the trip has to cancelled so please ensure you know
the final cancellation date.
Once the trip has been booked it must be entered into the trip overview and shared
calendar.
Before the day of the trip, teachers must complete a pre-visit, unless they have been
to the venue within the last academic year.
Further guidance on organising a trip can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Trips and Visits\Risk assessments 2016 -2017
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Trips...
Evolve

Risk assessments
We complete two forms for each educational trip and visit. These forms can be
found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Trips and Visits\Risk assessments 2016-2017\
Risk Forms

Lunches
Children that are free school meals are entitled to a school packed lunch on trips.
These need to be ordered two weeks before the trip date. To book lunches, please
email Vicky or Debbie in the offices.

Travel
Free TFL travel tickets need to be booked two weeks before the trip date.
To book tickets email Vicky or Debbie with the date, destination and year group they will then place the booking for the year group.
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ICT and Software...
Log-in
As part of our induction process, all teachers and support staff will be issued with a
log in. This will give you access to our shared area.

ICT issues
To log an ICT issue, please use the link below:
https://support.levettconsultancy.co.uk/support/login
or double-click this icon on your desktop:
We have a full-time technician who will respond and solve problems once the form has been completed.

Acceptable Use Policy (AUP)
We acknowledge that Internet communication is fast becoming an essential means
of communicating. The ability to reduce, as far as is possible, access to the
undesirable parts of the Internet is an important aspect of any Internet service.
We have an Acceptable Use Policy that guides staff, children and pupils on how to
use the Internet appropriately.
It can be found here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Curriculum\Computing\Policies
All staff must read this and sign where appropriate. The signed form should be
returned to the School Business Manager.

Twitter
Each year group has their own Twitter account. This is set up on the class iPad.
Each account links to our website page. Please ask your phase leader or the
website manager for the login details.
Teachers should Tweet regularly to keep parents up-to-date with the activities their
children are engaged in. Please ensure each Tweet is written in standard English,
with correct spellings, and gives an accurate description of what the children are
doing, without identifying them.

iPads
Each class teacher will be issued with an iPad to use for school-related activities.
This will be updated regularly with the latest apps but requires teachers to keep it
charged. It can also be used as a visualiser to display children’s work on the IWB.
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Well-being...

Our staff are the most important resource at Cyril Jackson School and they are
valued, supported and encouraged to develop personally and professionally within a
learning and caring community.
Amongst the range of methods used to promote staff well-being are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A laptop (available for teachers).
A school planner.
Cycle to work schemes.
Childcare vouchers.
Flu vaccinations.
A meeting free week or staff well-being week.

We encourage staff to manage their own well-being and seek support when needed.
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Policies...

There is a list of “must read” policies, which include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Child Protection
Walking to and from school
Health and safety
Fire and emergency procedures
First Aid
Code of conduct
Safer user policy

You need to sign the back page of the document, to confirm that you have read
these essential documents, and return to the School Business Manager.
Also, we have policies for each area of the curriculum and other aspects of
Cyril Jackson School. You will find all policies here:
K:\Shared Curriculum Area\Policies
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